Dear Interested,
We are pleased to inform you about our latest development in the area of large-format photography

– SPLICED WAXED DITONE –
a large-scale sealed inkjet print with invisible seams.
This is an alternative to large-format works on photochemically developed photographic paper,
which are often a challenge in production, logistics, and conservation.
As a producer, we are at a responsible starting point that has a say in the long-term stability
of the art works we produce.
In various projects, partly in cooperation with the Stuttgart Academy of Art and Design, course
Conservation of Works of Art on Paper, Archives and Library Materials, we have dealt with the
sustainable framing of large-format photographs, the implementation of new productions and
the longevity of large-scale photographs.
Enclosed you will find an article about SPLICED WAXED DITONE published in the magazine
FineArtPrinter 4/19 (www.fineartprinter.de) as well as further information about our
research studies in the related basic fields.
If you are interested to get to know more about us or our projects, please get in contact.
With best regards,
Christiane Hardt
chardt @recom.de
+49 157 923 874 11
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Large Format Printing – How to improve it?
Current processing technology and exhibition of large-format photographs requires the use of various materials that interact in potentially negative ways
with the print. Recom ART as producer of art photography and the Stuttgart
Academy of Art and Design as their academic partner explore ways of improving the sustainability of modern colour photography in a joint project.
With the aim to elucidate the impact of several commercially available and
technically viable print supports and adhesive materials, a set of defined materials from a variety of suppliers are subjected to three different accelerated
ageing protocols. While adhesive materials are mainly tested for their potential to release volatile organic compounds (Oddy test), samples of different
photographic prints processed by Recom ART with a defined colour pattern
were subjected to light and climate aging. The VIS reflection spectra of the
colour patterns were recorded before and after the different ageing protocols.
The ageing tests will allow a stability ranking and selection of the individual
materials concerning their suitability as components of composite photographic print mounts. In a second stage, pre-selected materials are joined for
print mounting and exposed to accelerated ageing to explore their interactions.
The experiments will be complemented by small-scale mock-up mounts of
photographs to illustrate potential technical solutions for future large format
print mounting based on the outcome of the accelerated ageing experiments.
In our cooperation, we support the goal of Recom ART to develop a more sustainable approach towards producing, storing and exhibiting modern colour
photography.
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article published in magazine FineArtPrinter 4/19, translated in English by recom ART

FINE-ART-PRINTS FOR OVERSIZED PICTURES
“Protecting objects from decay and preserving them
for future generations is one of the primary tasks of
the museum”. With these introductory words describing
the museum‘s tasks, the Deutsche Museumsbund
demonstrates the urgency of collecting cultural assets
and taking care of their preservation.
Art photography offers the small - yet especially exciting
- area of extra large-format photography. Images in
dimensions ranging from 2.45 to 5 meters in length
are not only a challenge in production and logistics
but also require further conservation considerations.
In particular, the correct preservation of such
formats poses extensive problems for collections and
museums. These large-scale works are usually made
of photochemically developed photographic paper and
displayed behind a sheet of acrylic glass resulting in the
picture and acrylic glass being inseparably connected.
If the acrylic surface is damaged or the clarity of the
acrylic glass pane suffers, this influences the picture
as such. Quite frequently damage is caused by hanging
and transport. For a classically framed piece, damage
can be repaired in a much less complicated way than
in an integrated system consisting of photochemical
paper and acrylic glass. In addition, there are chemical
interactions between improperly applied adhesive,
photochemically developed photo paper, and the acrylic
glass pane.

These issues have already been addressed in the
FineArtPrinter First edition of April 2005 based on the
diploma thesis by Sabine Zorn at the Bern University
of the Arts and thus will not be further discussed here.
In addition, reviewing research work of the problem
mentioned confirmed the results of Sabine Zorn‘s
Diasec research of 2004. These research studies
were made in cooperation between recom Art and the
Stuttgart Academy of Art and Design, Conservation of
Works of Art on Paper, Archives and Library Materials
course. New insights and solutions, resulting from this
research, are already being verified.
For one and a half years now, the Berlin-based Fine
Art specialists at recom ART have been researching, in
detail, with the material combinations of photographic
productions. With funding from the Federal Ministry
of Education and Research there are currently 300
artificially aged samples being evaluated.
The general conclusion of this, is primarily that, the
bonding of unsuitable materials is the reason for
unusually fast discoloration or surface change. The
aim of these research studies is to develop material
combinations for any kind of production as well as to
find a suitable presentation method for works of art,
which benefits museums and collections in their task of
keeping and preserving.

installation of Moritz Wegwerth‘s works at Philara Düsseldorf

An alternative to large-format works on photochemically
developed photographic paper are large-format inkjet
prints. In order to also be able to produce large-format
artworks of the highest quality on museum-suitable Fine
Art media, the specialists at recom ART put together
several printed parts to form an image. Experts call this
“splicing”. Here, the inkjet print is reverse laminated
and classically framed at a distance behind a pane. The
issues posed in this process are the width of the paper
roll is limited to 162 cm and its sensitive surface makes
the process of splicing more difficult.

Latest Technique: Spliced and waxed prints

recom ART developed an alternative method for back
mounting photochemically developed photographic
paper by Fujifilm for large-format works. It was applied
to a prototype which was shown at Paris Photo 2018.

The procedure for splicing is as follows: The image
is printed in several parts and then glued together.
Subsequently this combined print is reverse laminated
onto a panel. The peculiarity is that after the mounting
the seams are almost invisible as they are lying on
one equal level. Unevenness in the seam, that would
otherwise become visible as a reflective edge, is not
existent.

Over the past few months recom ART also succeeded
in finding a way to connect the sensitive fine art inkjet
paper without leaving any visible impressions after
mounting. The first spliced large-format print on inkjet
paper, which matches the technical quality of prints
done on analogue photo paper, will be shown at Philara
Collection in Düsseldorf starting now for a year. The
work” BETTERSTARTSNOW?“ in the size of 245 x 387 cm
by Moritz Wegwerth shows fragments of reality from
the 2016 election night on Times Square, when Donald
Trump became elected as president.

Since 2002, recom ART has gathered special expertise
on the production of inkjet prints. The inkjet prints carry
the market-established official name “DITONE”. For
the production of DITONE prints recom ART prints on
Hahnemühle paper. A special data preparation and color
control ensure optimum color rendition. For almost a
decade now, recom ART has been sealing their DITONE
prints with a special wax, so that the coating and
pigments are protected from external influences.

The advantage of this processing lies in the fact
that one can retouch the actual artwork in case of a
damage at any time and then subsequently polish the
surface with the wax again. This procedure enables
the replacement of the frame and glass or acrylic pane
at any time regardless of the actual artwork as they
are separate, autonomous pieces with no influence on
one another. In the above-mentioned research studies
done by recom ART, the used materials have been
tested both individually and in combination, in order to
ensure durability and to avoid any unintended reactions
between substances.

